In a disrupted market, One Vision helps a
luxury watch retailer quickly relaunch,
reposition and return to profit.
Renewing the corporate strategy, brand, operations
and HR for a famous 70-year old brand.

In this classic 2011 in-depth
case study, we looked at how
a strategic Vision helped the
CEO align the organisation,
return to double-digit growth
and add significant new
revenue streams.
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In the most successful companies, everyone is
working with the same goal in mind… Right up until
their market is disrupted. At that moment, it’s
critical that the leadership team respond to the
world changing around them by creating a new
strategic Vision which guides and inspires
everyone in the company.
This was the challenge faced by a 70-year old
retailer of multi-brand luxury watches headquartered
in New York with 50 doors across the States, as
online sales of luxury items took off.
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Online is a triple threat.

At the time Verbal Identity was called in, sales had been
falling y-o-y for the previous 5 years, the lack of
investment in stores was deterring customers and the
company was losing the battle for talent.
Sales had been achieved only by increasing the product
density and by hiring ‘persistent’ sales people who were
paid on commission only. This couldn’t be grown further
and was hurting the remaining brand equity.
The new CEO could also see how the emergence of
luxury online now posed three threats: 1. Rising grey
market sales; 2. Mono-brand digital stores; 3. The
retailer’s relative ‘knowledge-advantage’ was being
eroded by an ever-growing amount of information online.

The CEO’s insight: Brick-and-mortar
retailers can’t compete on price but can
win on passion.

Ten years ago, the future of brick-and-mortar retail
wasn’t clear. (We’re not sure it is, even today.) However,
the new CEO had an established track record in luxury
brands, and she knew that luxury consumers are ‘high
touch’ individuals, requiring and offering a lot of personal
attention – something that online sales couldn’t offer.

The CEO’s belief: She believed in the future of the

brand as a physical retailer – but only if the thrill of buying
a watch in-person could be heightened and represented
across all of the company’s operations.

The need for a company-wide pivot, with rapid realignment, presented the perfect role for the creation of a
strategic Vision.

Focussing the strategic challenge

Verbal Identity were brought in to work alongside the small
leadership team, all driven by ambitious timelines set by
the new investors.
We quickly conducted a 360° review of the market using
third-party data providers, mystery shopper surveys and
interviews of analysts and specialist journalists.
However, it’s essential when challenged by a rapidlychanging market to leverage the existing company
strengths rather than chase the market. In our proprietary
‘inside-out’ process, Verbal Identity looks for the
company’s unique strengths and values and market fit.
(See box below for more details on our methodology.)
To complete this project, we conducted 2 days of
workshopped investigations with multiple stakeholders,
uncovering underlying strengths and weaknesses in the
brand and the current operations.

Don’t imitate: innovate. How Vision
helps leaders avoid chasing competitors.
The CEO and leadership team will always be
able to spend time with key reports talking
through the strategic brand Vision. But to
align everyone in the chain of execution,
especially those in remote departments
or time zones, a simple and memorable
strategic Vision is required.
Verbal Identity takes a unique ‘inside out’
approach as we believe that in a rapidly
changing, unpredictable world, long term
sustainable success does not come from
aping other brands’ behaviours or chasing
after fickle consumers. Instead, it’s critical to
identify and define the DNA of your company,
reimagine how that can fit the modern
market and leverage its unique strengths.
To do that, you have to understand that the
capabilities of a company are locked in the
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heads of its people: and the way to discover that
is only through linguistics. Our proven
methodology combines the rigour of the
strategic consultants with the breakthrough
thinking of the creative industries. We identify
best market fit by combing external data with
carefully structured interviews and linguistic
analysis, culminating in co-creating a future
Vision.
And after years of working with the successful
leadership teams of some of the world’s most
famous luxury brands, we have developed a
proven, proprietary 7-slide format that exactly
meets the needs of modern leaders: it is simple,
clear and emotive.
For more details on our method and
previous successes, please email
chris@verbalidentity.com
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How Verbal Identity defined and
aligned the company.

RESULTS

What became clear from the interviews we conducted
was that there was an untapped source of passion
about the whole world of watches inside the company.
People were passionate about how one particular
brand of watch would be right for one style or
occasion, and another brand would be better suited to
a different kind of need.

Revenue returned to positive y-o-y

This contrasted favourably with mono-brand retailers,
who of course are biased.

From zero, online sales started to

And as Verbal Identity dug deeper into the customer
analytics, one commercially significant fact stood out:
a high number of customers never returned after their
first purchase. This is surprising, as anyone prepared
to pay more than $30,000 for a watch is fairly
described as a ‘watch lover’. Yet a true watch lover will
want to share and indulge that passion and they will
eventually understand how one watch can’t meet all
needs.
An ideal new strategic Vision for the company became
clear: one that would leverage what had always been
true inside the company and make it relevant to the
modern market.
This became the key strategic Vision for the company:
not just to sell watches, but to help people explore the
world of watches.

How a simple strategic Vision guides a
whole company.
The 13-word Vision which Verbal Identity created was
simple and memorable enough to drive the relaunch of
every aspect of the company.

growth, touching double digits in
Year 2.
contribute a significant (>30%) amount
to a now growing revenue stream.
Within 12 months, the team had
launched an own-brand at an
attractive price point, quickly
contributing an additional revenue
stream.
Media and customer appreciation
grew over 800% within 2 years. From
being unloved as a retailer, the brand
was described as being known for
‘unparalleled customer service.’
The new flagship store won several
industry awards and was key in
updating people’s perception of the
brand. It was also critical in securing
renewed wholesale contracts from

The head of HR used the strategic Vision as the brief
for recruitment and training of a new kind of sales
person.

several global watch brands.

The CMO used it to brief external partners and launch
new digital and offline comms. It was also useful in
defining the interplay between the website’s selling role
and educative content.

was able to counter grey market sales

With renewed interest, the retailer
and also to introduce its own resale
division.

The strategic Vision was also given as the sole brief to
Eight Inc (famous for their pioneering work with Apple),
commissioned to design a new downtown flagship
store.

More than being just another retailer,

Most importantly of all, this Vision gave a framework
for the thousand daily decisions the leadership team
had to make in turning around the company.

in New York.
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this company has returned to its
rightful position as a landmark brand
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Speak to us about creating a guiding strategic Vision
We work with national and global brands in the luxury and ultra-luxury sector, helping CEOs clarify their Vision and align the
leadership team with it, often in less than 16 weeks.
We have developed our own proven methodology which has led to the successful investment of more than half a billion
dollars. More than this, it has produced teams who are aligned and committed to the guiding Vision.
To learn more, talk with our Senior Partner, Chris West.
If you’re thinking of developing your company’s Vision, try our 15-minute online Diagnostic Tool

The role of One Vision in
Leading the Turnaround in Luxury.
1. Controlling parallel
workstreams:

Turnarounds invariably have
tight deadlines, and that
becomes a problem when
there are multiple projects that
need to be run in tandem. A
strategic Vision ensures there’s
consistency across all of them,
without slowing progress.

2. Reinvigorating
your people:

3. Opening up the

By working inside-out, a
strategic Vision captures
the strengths of the brand
and the people who interact
with it every day. As cocreators they’re empowered
to make the right decisions
for the brand.

right ideas

A strategic Vision is
an organising thought.
Get it right and it
focusses brand leaders
on developing their
own assets, rather
than chasing their
competitors’.

Verbal Identity is a strategic consultancy specialising in helping ambitious CEOs and
leaders of premium, luxury, and ultra-luxury brands define, align and grow their company.
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